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~Silver Tongue~ 
A rope climber’s guide to 

Silver Mountain  

Michigan 

 

Silver Mountain, a dark mysterious wall located deep in 
the recess of the Sturgeon River Gorge Wilderness-the 
heart of the Upper Peninsula.  One must make the journey 
down forested gravel roads, out of sight from the small 
coastal town below, deep into mosquito country, deep into 
the dark woods full of hunting shacks and hermits. Deep 
into your next adventure.  

 

 

Keith Kubiesa on Aorta. Photo by Carter Stritch  

 

"I began to feel 
slightly uneasy. You know 
I am not used to such 
ceremonies, and there was 
something ominous in the 
atmosphere. It was just as 
though I had been let into 
some conspiracy – I don’t 
know – something not quite 
right; and I was glad to 
get out” 

 

Joseph Conrad 

 



Climbing Season 

The season here is technically year-round, as there is ice that 
forms for midwinter bliss, but the road is not plowed and either a 
long ski, a quick sled ride or, for fuck’s sake, a miserable snowshoe 

is needed… 

In reality, the spring and the summer are par, but autumn is the 
time to climb here.  The spring can be muddy and wet with the lake 
effect snows only beginning to melt out by April.  Summer can be 
lovely in the shaded woods as far as temps and humidity go for the 
upper Midwest, but god awful brutal when it comes to the flying 
insect population.  Bring a head net to climb in, a bug suit to 
belay in, and a screen tent to party in. It’s the only way to survive 
the onslaught.   There are black flies, mosquitoes, no-see-ums, and 
other bird-like biting creatures salivating for your blood.   

Autumn: heaven in the Upper Peninsula they say, beautiful 
autumnal colors, sending temps for your proj, and no bugs because 
the first frost just killed them all. September and October are the 
two months worth making a plan, conspiring with your belay slave, 
and tying in at Silver Mountain. 

 

Getting There 

A. Buy a Gazetteer.  

B. Follow the directions below, it’s that easy.  

From the north: 

Find M38 from Baraga to Ontonagon, head south on Silver Mountain 
road, just west of the Sturgeon River. Turn right at the junction 
of 193 (NF-2270) until NF 922 splits right again.  There are signs 
posted the whole way.  A quick left after the turn before the main 
parking area, there is a dirt two track heading off left, take this, 
park at the turnaround and walk Northish into the woods for 300 
meters along the trail.  You are now at the base of the cliff. 

 

 

 

From the south: 



Locate M28 from Bruce Crossing to Covington. Just west of Covington, 
turn north on Plains Road. Turn left on Gorge Cutoff Road (NF-2243) 
until you turn left again on NF2240 at the stop sign.  At the next 
junction, turn right on Sturgeon Gorge road (NF-2200).  Your next 
turn will be a left on NF 2270 where you will see signs for Silver 
Mountain.  Drive through the gorge for a few miles and turn left 
onto NF 922 for a split second.  Half way between the junction and 
the main parking area, there is a dirt two track heading off left, 
take this.  Park at the turnaround and walk into the woods for 300 
meters along the trail.  You are now at the base of the cliff. 

 

Camping? 

Most people camp at the turnaround at the end of the dirt two 
track.   There are a few tent pads that have been manufactured over 
the years and a fire ring.  Please practice Leave No Trace ethics: 
don’t make another fire ring, bury your human waste far from the 
camping area or pack it out along with all of your garbage. Note: 
there is no water at the cliff-bring it with you. 

Other camping can be found close to Sturgeon river falls, a great 
place to swim and cliff jump post climbing day. 

There is also wilderness camping located within the gorge, contact 
the Ottawa National Forest for more info.  There are also 
established “front country” campgrounds in the region to enjoy as 
well if you are into the RV, screaming kids kinda thing.  

 

Local climbing shop 

The local gear shop is Downwind Sports where you can find a wide 
range of gear to make climbing at Silver possible.  They have two 
locations, one in Marquette and one in Houghton for your 
convenience.  

Houghton      Marquette    

308 Sheldon Ave    504 N Third Street 

906-482-2500     906-226-7112 

 

Geology: 



The geology of Silver Mountain is quite simple, but located in a 
very complex region of the upper Midwest. The overall Lake Superior 
geology that Silver Mountain is a small part of dates back 1.1 
billion years when the present day North American continent 
started to separate.  This Midcontinent Rift, reaching over 2000 km 
long from the Lake Superior basin trending southwest to present 
day Kansas, is responsible for the gabbros, rhyolites, and basaltic 
lava flows located in the Keweenaw peninsula and the north shore 
of Minnesota.   

Silver Mountain was formed by flood basalts, magma coming to the 
surface from deep underground, like present-day Hawaii if you 
will; so you better.  There are 14 different lava flows exposed on 
the surface and sides of the mountain, which was geologically 
recently (8-10K years ago) carved smooth by glaciation.  

The basalt that composes Silver Mountain sits on top of the 
Jacobsville formation, a younger sedimentary rock.  This sandstone 
can be seen at many overlooks while driving through the Sturgeon 
River Gorge.  It was deposited in a rift-flanking basin during the 
latest compressional stages of the Midcontinent Rift. The basalts of 
Silver Mountain were brought above the Jacobsville by both thrust 
and reverse faults which resulted in uplift.  

There is one mine adit drilled in the mid 1850s, near the main 
parking area.  This adit was located along the top boundary of the 
oldest exposed lava flow where the most mineralization was found.  
The mine soon proved to be insignificant in its copper findings and 
now makes for great bat habitat, and thus is caged off from you 
trying to enter! 

 

Reference 

Institute on Lake Superior Geology-59th Annual meeting-Field Trip Guidebook 

Geology of Silver Mountain, Houghton County, Michigan Pg. 59-67 

Evgeniy Kulakov. Department of Geological and Mining Engineering and Sciences, 
Michigan Technological University, 1400 Townsend Drive, Houghton, MI 49931.  



Using this book: 

The climbs in this guide are either sport or trad, they will be 
color-coded for quick reference. 

Sport  

Trad (or mixed) 

Toprope (anchors only) 

Behind each route name, first listed is the grade if known, and 
the number of bolts to the anchor.  All routes in this guide are 
listed climbers right to left while looking at the wall. 

 

 

Keith Kubiesa on the direct start to Littering and…  

Photo by Bill Thompson 

 

 



1.  Wine Line 
5.11b (?)  

Located on the far right of the main wall under a large 
tree, this line begins with a short finger crack climbing 
off of a small ledge at one meter.  Climb up the seams, and 
out from under the tree to the sunshine above. Continue up 
the broken cracks up and right to a tree anchor high 
above.   

2.   Buck Angel Crack 
5.11c  

This route starts directly below the short section of fist 
crack 8 feet of the ground and 10 feet right of the bolts 
on Resurrection.  Climb through the fist crack to a mantel 
which brings you to the finger crack above.  Left through 
a compression sequence followed by a devious crux-both 
power and balance.  Good gear rewards you above the crux 
to a no hands rest.  The rest of the route is mote moderate 
clocking in around 10+  to the top.  (5/1/16-no anchors 
installed currently) 

3.       Matrix 
5.11 

The bolts on this line were chopped years ago in the old, 
long forgotten Silver Mountain bolt wars.  A meter or two 
right of the crack system on Resurrection, climb the 
~blank~ face to the stopper crux a few meters below the 
anchors.  Currently only anchors installed (5/1/2016)  

4.       Resurrection (Historically known as Hooters)  
5.10c 3 bolts plus gear  

Three bolts through technical side pulling leads to a 
finger and hand crack above.  The crack trends left above 
the micro-roofs with excellent gear.  Right before the 
crack dies out, traverse right on the steep wall mantling 
onto a ledge.  Finishes on the Matrix anchor. 

   
 
 
 
 



 4.5  Resurrection Extension 
? 
 
Climb Resurrection to the top of the cliff skipping the 
short right traverse to the anchors on Matrix. No anchors 
installed yet (5/1/16) Waiting on an FA to name.  Will go on 
all gear.  

5.  Trad Project 
Grade Unknown  

A left leaning crack and double triangular roof leads 
into approximately the 5th bolt of route #5. Needs 
extensive cleaning. 

6.       Sport Possibly known as Queen Bee? 
5.11-  9 bolts  

A crimpy rail fest of a climb leads to easier ground above.  
Fun-but weird moves below the chains offer a place to stay 
on your toes and finger tips.  And don’t forget to chalk 
your palms once there! 

7.       The sport route 
5.11+ 7 bolts  

Where the low trail from the parking area meets the wall, 
just right of the large crack, an excellent crimpy lead is 
found.  Climb the cruxy low rails and side-pulls through 
slabby moves above.   Clipping the chains is a reward, as 
it will normally send you flying!  

8.       Diagonal crack 
5.9 

Climb the large right trending crack through awkward 
body positioning and featureless right foot placements. 
Where the crack peters out, climb the double crack system 
above through vertical rock to the large tree on the ledge. 
Rappel off tree-chain anchor. 

9.       Sport 
5.9  7 bolts 
 
Above route #8, there is a bonus sport pitch up blocky 
ledge terrain to the top of the cliff.  Loose rock and 



debris on ledges will be found leaving the belay, so watch 
your feet. This is also the 2nd pitch of Littering and… 

 
10. Direct start to Littering and… 

5.10b 5 bolts  

A short climb leads to almost the height of the Tree on the 
Diagonal Crack.  A cruxy beginning leads to a fun finish 
with lots of crimps along the way. 

11. Littering and… 

5.10-  7 bolt traverse 

A right leaning line of bolts form the base of Don’t Worry, 
Bzzz Happy.  Climb the dirty finger rail and horizontal 
cracks up and right and right and up.  The anchors are 
shared with route #10 or you can keep climbing to the tree 
anchor of route #8.  

12. Beyond Hell/Above Heaven 

Don’t Worry, Bzzz Happy (knows as on Mountain Project) 

5.10b Two pitches, 8 bolts each.   

The classic route of the area. Two pitches, with the top 
pitch harder then bottom.  Just right of the large rainbow 
roof, climb the first pitch to below a small roof at two 
bolt hanging belay.  The second pitch above is not to be 
missed with views of the Huron Mountains while pulling a 
fun roof before the anchor.  

13. Anal-Dwelling Butt Monkeys 
5.11/12 (two pitches) 

Climb the far right side of the big rainbow roof in orange 
and white colored rock.  Pull through overhanging blocks 
and onto the headwall above into the opposing dihedral 
system. 

 
14. Golden Heart  

5.11c  7 bolts   
 
Seven bolts up the slab left of the right side of the 
rainbow roof. Two clips through the roof cutting feet and 
hanging on lead to a belay directly above the roof. 
 

 
 



15. Aorta  
5.12/13 ? bolts 
 
This is the second pitch of route #13.  Above the roof is 
hard slab climbing with well-spaced bolts.  Hang on or 
take the ride! 
 

16. Bypass  
5.11d ? bolts  
 
Above the rainbow roof, just left of route #13 is another 
hard bolt protected slab. 
 

17. Welcome to the 906  
5.6  6 bolts 
 

 Slab climbing with a right facing corner to negotiate. 
 
  

18. Crack Debit or Credit 
5.8  6 bolts 
 
Fun slab moves for the beginning leader. 
 

19. Pepsi Showers 
5.9  5 bolts 
 
One bolt shorter, but not one move longer.   
 

20. Mario 
5.7    4 bolts 
 
Another slab climb to a two bolt anchor 
 

21. Silver Sweetness  
5.10/5.11 8 bolts 

 
Above route #19 is a short, but pumpy climb through the 
roof and onto the steep slab above.  

 
22. Mayor of Sprayville 

5.12b    10 bolts 
 
A long hard climb just left of the large rainbow roof.  
Climb through a small blocky roof to the hard steep slab 
above.  Hope that you have good rubber on your shoes, you 
will need it! 
 
 
 



23. Dripping with Cooties 
5.12b/c  10 bolts  
 
Another long climb between Route # 21 and #23.  Super 
Technical climbing for a long way on thin hands and 
thinner feet 

 
24. Between a Bock and a Hard Place 

5.10a   10 bolts 
 
Climb through large blocks perfecting your trad climbing 
technique while clipping bolts all the way to the top of 
the cliff.  A long moderate lead with no distinct crux. 

 
25. Carpe Dildo 

That Shitty Mossy Crack (Known as on Mountain Project) 
  5.8   (broken rock) 
  

Right of a second small roof system is a broken, blocky 
“gully”.  This weakness holds a moderate trad line, but 
buyer beware, it is loose in a few places.  Belay from the 
cedar tree above, or a two bolt anchor?  I can’t remember.  
 
This is also the site of a WI3 M4 mixed climb in the 
winter.  
 

26. Super Mario’s Magic Mushroom 
5.12b 6 bolts 
 
Six bolt line that finishes below a large cedar tree below 
the top of the main cliff line on the right edge of the 
second smaller roof system.  Climb a slab to a finger crack 
through a roof. After pulling the roof, the headwall above 
leads to the anchors on top. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



West end: 
Up the gully there is a trail separating the main wall from the 
rock walls on the south.  At the top of the gully the two bolted 
routes will be on the right past the second roof system.  
 

27.      Ten Meters of Teamwork 
  5.11a  3 bolts 
 

Climb the easy slabs to the first bolt at the roof.  Climb 
straight up the triangle corners to the anchor. 

 
 
28.      More Cowbell  

5.10b  4 bolts 
 
Slab climbing to the roof, then up and slightly right 
through triangular corners above to the anchor.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Jon Jugenheimer on 
Resurrection   

Photo by Carter Stritch  



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“This too was once a place of 
darkness…” 

Marlow 

Kelly Laakso on Between a Block 
and a Hard Place 

Photo by Bill Thompson 

 



 

 





Notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kendra Steitch on The Diagnal Crack.  Photo by Carter Stritch 

Previous: Josh Knap on Wine Line.  Photo by Burt Lindquist 



 


